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The Chakras
Our Energy Body’s Communication System

Our bodies are made of energy. Energy surrounds our bodies and we are always
interacting with the energy of the people and environment around us. Many
ancient and Eastern current medical models use the chakras as a tool in diagnosis
and treatment of dis-ease. The chakras, and energy in general, have yet to make it
into the Western Medical Model, but I feel that is slowly changing. Chakras are
centers of energy in our body that correspond to vital points in the physical body.
When I read Carolyn Myss’s Anatomy of the Spirit and Cyndi Dale’s The

Subtle Body: The Encyclopedia of Your Energetic Anatomy, they just made
sense. In understanding the chakras, we can understand why we are beginning to
feel “off” and correct it before it gets worse. We can also work with learning about
the chakras and messages they hold to heal many emotional and/or physical
challenges. We can change our own lives and heal from the inside out when we have
a true working knowledge of the chakras and all they represent!
I felt a deep connection to learning about the chakras and could see how
empowering it was to understand them. I began to learn all I could about them, and
sometimes the information seemed a little more difficult to understand than it
needed to be. I came up with the idea to write a poem for each - explaining each
simply, detailing what can happen emotionally and physically if a chakra is
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unbalanced. I also include ways to balance each. When we begin listening to the
body’s communication system, we can sense when “we are off” or “out of alignment”
faster and before severe dis-ease sets in. The chakras have become my “go to”
when anything is “off” in my life. By reading these, you too will receive a deep
understanding of them and start using the information to help you keep your
emotional and physical health balanced. Some have even reported healings while
reading these poems. My intent is to have you recognize our body is always
speaking to us and giving us feedback. It is up to us to learn the language and
apply that understanding to our lives. In doing so, life can truly flow with ease and
we can create the life we dared only dream about!
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Chakras: Introduction
Chakras, centers of energy
Run in a straight line along our spine
Our body’s way of communicating
What is out of balance; how to align.
The chakras speak so subtlety
And yet make so much sense
Allowing us to understand our energy body
Let us see inside with a clear lens.
It is powerful to know the balance of the chakras
Energy blockages and the dis-eases they may cause
Each chakra is an empowering mark Understanding them is power, not focusing on flaws.
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In biology, we learn bones and muscles
Forgetting how and where energy flows
By learning the energy in all your chakras
You discover your balance, what blocks you must let go.
A color represents each chakra
As well as body parts, illnesses and disease
Whether emotional, physical or both need aligning
Learning about them brings your life more ease.
When we notice misalignment
It is the First step toward a cure.
Returning the body to its balanced state;
Self-healing, whole and pure.
Many different studies over centuries
Found seven chakras or more.
There are seven housed within our body
To help us decipher wellness at our core.
Just as unhealthy food can cause blockage
Not processing emotions and energy can do the same
Both cause disease and un-wellness
Communicating with the chakras can help to tame.
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By learning about the First chakra
You unlock your powers to manifest
Revealing programs from your family and “tribe”
Can free your inner self to be at its best.
Chakra two can help to release your feelings
Creating a new Universe from within
You can redefine relationships
Allowing creativity and ease to flow in.
Chakra three embodies success
Your own power to rise over fear and gloom.
Self-esteem, self-confidence and inner power
All thrive when aligned, allow success to bloom.
Healing through the balance of chakra four
Encompasses the heart, relationships and love.
Your body and inner self can transform,
Know that love and joy is what you are made of.
Amp up your communication and guidance
By learning about chakra five.
This throat chakra will be your inner counsel
Allowing your words, thoughts and writing to come alive!
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Are you ready to open the gateway of intuition
By unlocking the Sixth chakra and your inner eye?
In doing so you can see and create your future
Envision your path and watch the Universe supply.
Discover and live your Purpose Divine.
Come to know the Seventh chakra at your crown.
Gain never ending support and wisdom as you rise
To your fullest potential where pure bliss abounds.
As you balance your chakras and awaken
To live a blissful, inspired life
You will discover your fullest potential, and
Feel Your Higher Self take flight!
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The First “Base or Root” Chakra
The base (or root) is the First chakra
In your mind see an enormous tree, roots firmly in the ground.
When this chakra is balanced we feel certain of ourselves
Our connection to the Earth and ground.
Our skeletal system is connected with this chakra root
Much like the trunk and branches of the tree.
It is your base, your core, inner structure
Grounding you to the Earth with its solidity.
This chakra’s location is the base of the spine
Balanced you feel confident, courageous, alive!
In consciousness you can gain freedom from replayed insults
Liberation from self-deprecation is something for which to strive.
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Images associated are dragons, snakes or fire.
The key words are “awareness”, “grounded-ness” and “fight or flight”.
It is the source of primal energy and early programming
Brings your interpretation of your senses and the environment to light.
Where you are from and your early beliefs
Influence this chakra whose color is red.
Your family, “tribe” and community
Had views of you that may be repeating in your head.
You are not the culmination of sayings,
Habits, ceremonies and what others think.
Any belief in these messages, if negative meanings
Will cause your self-image and confidence to sink.
If the root chakra gets blocked
You are uneasy with people and your inner being.
You may feel abandoned and weak
While clearing this block would be freeing.
If you feel unlovable, insecure, that goals are unobtainable
Energy to this chakra is being blocked from flow.
In acknowledging and clearing these false messages
You will empower yourself, release the blocks and let go.
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Like that huge tree standing tall
Through winds, storms and hundreds of years.
You must know the strength this connection to the Earth holds
Or else face feeling alienated, consumed by fear.
Consistent blockage in this area
Can cause immune systems troubles and bones and legs that are sore,
Constipation, depression, AIDS, sexual disorders
Cancer, addiction, obesity, arthritis and more.
Perfect balance at the root chakra
Brings manifestation of abundance and health.
You are grounded, centered and secure
Every part of your life can obtain fullness and wealth.
When this chakra has excessive energy
One can be biased, greedy, sadistic and judgmental.
This is usually overcompensation from past insecurities
Requires thinking back to when life was elemental.
How do you balance the root chakra?
First you travel deep inside
Confront inner messages, beliefs and feelings
Tell them they can no longer hide!
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Facing long held beliefs may seem difficult
But see yourself as strong as that tree.
The sooner you face your inner storm,
The faster you can feel alive and free.
Send yourself positive messages, confirm your personal power!
There is a simple method to help better pave your way.
Affirmations allow you to feel empowered,
And are a wonderful beginning to each day.
Celebrate the true you inside
Each trait that is unique and strong
Tell yourself you are happy, creative and smart.
Forgive yourself for anything you have been told “you did wrong”.
Dance! Feel your feet caressing the Earth
To strengthen your connection to the base.
Feel the happiness of being alive
Allow the joy to spread across your face!
Become aware of and clear negativity
Finding comfort in your own skin, no matter what others have said
Means loving yourself as a physical, emotional, intellectual and sexual being
Deciding not to replay negative messages within your own head.
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Support your adrenals by drinking plenty of water,
Make sure to consume many a well-balanced meal.
Take B Vitamins and exercise aerobically.
This will help the First chakra to align and heal.
You honor your connection to the Earth
By breaking the chains of self-limiting beliefs, no longer passing them on!
Celebrate your individuality, your gifts!
You can accomplish anything with negative messages gone!
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The Second “Sacral” Chakra
The Second chakra, called the “sacral chakra”
Sits below the navel by an inch or two
Its key words are creation, feelings and relationships
How each relates, now and in the past to you.
This chakra is orange in color.
The element is water, which makes sense.
Water is the base of creation, of all life and our bodies
Fish and lizards are the symbols this chakra represents.
Creation is an encompassing term.
For composing reality in everyday life...
We create through our emotions, setting boundaries, standing firm.
And the babies we conceive, often as husband and wife.
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We create with the feelings we have about money,
Sex, food, addictive substances, relationships and more.
The patterns we adopt or scars we have experienced deeply
Coupled with the related emotions, affect us to our core.
We need to be conscious of how we interact
Within relationships and the boundaries we set.
Being on auto-pilot and quick to react
Will create situations sure to cause us pain and upset.
Each relationship affects and molds us
Treat each other as you want to be treated here
Apply that Golden Rule, use kindness and trust
To move forward with love instead of fear.
This chakra has been affected
By our sexual and romantic relationships of the past.
Going back to assess these and the associated emotions
Is a way to make peace and move forward at last.
This chakra includes our physical sexuality; the testes, the ovaries.
It shapes our body-image and our views of sex.
Abuse here of any kind – has our sense of self depart
Causing a poor self-image or sexual issues seemingly complex.
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If we were raised in an environment
Where emotions were hidden and went unexpressed,
We may have a fear of pleasure, be quite resistant to change,
Disconnect our emotions before they cause too much stress.
If we experienced a childhood with much drama.
One either filled with partying or emotional upset,
We may have addictive behaviors, be overly emotional
And have challenges with the boundaries we need to set.
Fully aligned, the Second chakra can allow us to shine!
Creation becomes easy and in flow.
Writing, cooking, dance or whatever we design;
We are free to express ourselves fully and let go.
This chakra also represents our feelings - each a gem.
How in touch with and expressive of them are we?
Do we welcome our emotions, honor and process them?
How we approach this affects the flow of our Second chakra’s energy.
Are we expressing our emotions with health?
Taking time to understand others and our own mind?
Are we sharing them with others, not burying them in ourself? Understanding them
for Us and others helps us to be sympathetic and kind.
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If this chakra is unbalanced
Fertility issues and ‘-itis’ dis-eases can emerge
Also issues with hips, back, kidneys, circulatory issues and
Addictive behaviors may begin to suddenly surge.
There are many tools we can use to balance this chakra;
Time around water is a good way to start.
Facing your past issues around sex and boundaries
Is key to unlocking our creativity and expressions of art.
You may also choose to think about how you feel
As a woman, as a man and what that denotes.
Do you have stereotypes associated to these
Clearing them could be as easy as noticing and taking notes.
Becoming aware of the energy and emotions
You absorb around others can help as well.
Are you recognizing when it is your emotions
Or those of the person’s next to you, that have you not feeling so swell?
Finding and expressing your gifts in creativity
Can help you align this chakra with ease
These gifts are Divine, express them actively.
For blocking them will cause stress and dis-ease.
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Eating orange foods and foods from water
Will also help this chakra to open up.
Foods like seeds, oranges, carrots,
Seafood, tropical fruits and nuts.
If this chakra is balanced
You will unlock many keys to success
Relationships, boundaries, self-respect
And your creativity will surely impress.
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The Third “Solar Plexus” Chakra
When the solar plexus charka is aligned,
Its fire element burns brightly in our belly.
The Third chakra is balanced
You know no limits of who you can be.
This yellow chakra is located in the naval,
And houses the “ego” or the “mind of the body”.
Unhealthy, there are fears and low self-esteem
Healthy - success and unlimited-ness is what you embody.
Picture a fire before it is started;
The foundation determines how well it burns.
If we’ve been told and believe we are limited,
Digestive problems can make our stomachs churn.
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A few ways to feed this fire
Are courage, “standing in truth”, knowing our worth.
Feeling “I Can” process emotions to brighten the flare
This will bring a true knowledge of your gifts and place upon this Earth.
Emotions like inadequacy and fear
Can quickly put this fire out.
You can feel rejected, “stuck”, in low gear,
As if you are doomed to live “without”.
Lion and tigers are the animals of courage.
This is the chakra they represent.
Lions and tigers react with action;
We do too, when the fire in our gut is present.
We need to stoke this fire
By telling ourselves we are great and “all that”
Listening to our gut instinct allows us to take the next step
Without the “worry” we will fall flat.
Living your life with integrity
Helps you to Know and Honor your self-respect.
If we misrepresent ourselves and lie,
We often feel and act as if our life is “wrecked”.
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If we do not show ourselves respect,
We often cannot respect others
We hold biases and judgment;
Cannot see ourselves as sisters and brothers.
An unhealthy Third chakra
Can cause more than digestive disease.
It can create imbalances in the liver and pancreas,
As well as illness in the spleen.
It can also create addictions
To work, caffeine, sugar and beer.
It can be anorexia’s reason,
Cause “victim mentality” and fear.
With this chakra too open, power may run your life.
You may even become a bully.
You may be self-centered, narcissistic, causing strife;
You feel the need to rule over others to live your life fully.
So how do we honor and balance this chakra,
And come into our power without doubt?
We can begin with the powerful “I am! Statements”
Affirming what we want our life to be about.
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Many herbs can help this chakra, like frankincense,
Rose, myrrh, rosewood and sandalwood to name a few.
Yoga postures such as “The Bow” and “Fire Breath”
Can get you in touch with all you can be and do.
Some foods that can help heal this chakra heal
Are grains like cereal, pasta and bread.
Eating yellow-colored foods like corn, sweet peppers and yellow lentils.
Sunflower, flax seeds and ginger will help this fire spread.
Keeping this fire lit requires attention.
Awareness to what you believe.
About such things as success, entitlement and life situations
Notice and process these emotions so that you are aligned to receive.
Balanced this chakra represents true power.
When you know your place in it - your fire is burning bright.
You will live your destiny, succeed beyond all expectations, be empowered,
And feel your life here on Earth this is Just and Right.
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The Fourth “Heart” Chakra
The Fourth chakra at the center of your chest
Is called the heart chakra, which makes sense.
Healing, relationships, and love of others and oneself
Are the main qualities the Heart represents.
Because the heart is in the middle, it is a center
A “powerhouse” for the chakras above and below
The lower chakras represent the physical world and body.
The upper chakras embody the spiritual world and Divine flow.
The Fourth chakra is the only one
That has a few colors assigned.
Green represents healing
Pink and Gold mean Divine love being aligned.
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When you imagine this chakra
Recall all you have learned about love
If aligned and in full function,
Happiness and joy is what the world feels made of.
We have all heard such “words to the wise”;
As “Love is the Answer”, “Love is All you Need”
But do you feel and realize
How profoundly true these are indeed?
It can throw life completely off balance
If the heart chakra is not aligned.
Even simply living seems a challenge
Without compassion and self-love, we may feel lost or undefined.
How we love ourselves is a mirror. Other’s see how
We believe we should be treated.
If we do not fully love ourselves,
We attract relationships that leave us depleted.
If this chakra is over-excessive you may
Set poor boundaries or feel jealous.
You maybe be co-dependent, demanding,
Overly sacrificing or perhaps even possessive.
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If deficient you could feel antisocial,
Withdrawn, cold, judgmental or shy.
You may be narcissistic, fear relationships,
Feel intolerant or lonely enough to cry.
Physical diseases can manifest
When the Fourth chakra is not in flow
Heart disease, asthma, other problems of the lung and chest,
Sleep issues and lethargy making us feel slow.
Relationship issues, problems with blood pressure
Circulatory and respiratory challenges can abound.
Addictions to wine, chocolate and sugar
Can make you feel unsound.
You may have trouble with codependency
Or a challenge with care-taking.
You may have issues with forgiveness
Feel bitterness, like life is a huge undertaking.
If you take the time to balance this Fourth chakra
All of life will shine and you will live from your heart.
Mediterranean foods, diet, daily walks, other aerobic exercise
Are an excellent place to start.
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You exhibit qualities, when in balance,
That will attract the best to you.
You are forgiving, generous, kind, show compassion
Have love behind what you say and do.
This chakra can take some self-discovery
To get back in balance and feel at your best.
Methods that help; forgiveness, inner child work, exercises in breathing,
Along with meditation and time for self to reflect and rest.
Many affirmations help this chakra to open
“I am Worthy of Love”, “I easily give and receive love” are two.
“I forgive myself and others”, “I live in balance with others”
“I am loving to myself and others” will help too.
When in alignment this chakra can allow you
To live “Let Go and Let God”, be in flow
You gladly give and receive love, are motivated by joy
Your warmth, happiness and sincerity show.
When this chakra is aligned, the world completely changes
From all you have learned and known.
You see yourself one with everything and connected.
Live life in love, joy and “in the zone”.
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The Fifth “Throat” Chakra
The Fifth or throat chakra defined
Means truth, communication and will.
You can fully express yourself when it’s aligned,
Own your responsibility and speaking skill.
You understand what Truth is and know
Which chosen path you walk,
Where you want to go.
You have chosen to walk your talk.
The color of this chakra is blue.
Imagine following your path as you look at the sky.
Its symbol a circle with sixteen lotus petals
A flower that is rebirth signified.
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You have the will and determination to keep going on
If this chakra is aligned,
You can communicate freely and honestly, not be withdrawn.
Guidance is easy to find.
The yin aspect of this chakra receives guidance,
The yang expresses and voices truth.
Aligned you are sincere, assume self-responsibility, are honest
Misaligned you may act mean and uncouth.
The soul speaks to you through this chakra,
Offers guidance on which road to take.
Balanced you will have the will to move forward
The future filled with truth is the one you will make.
If this chakra is under-active
You may be unable to express yourself.
You can be shy, a bad listener, or fear speaking,
Possibly be unreliable even to oneself.
If this chakra has excessive energy
You might stutter or speak as in self-defense.
Perhaps you gossip, interrupt often,
Simply talk too much or not make sense.
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Misalignments manifest physically, such as
Pains and disease of the throat, mouth and neck that scare.
Thyroid problems, shoulder pain and gland issues
Ear infections, oral addictions - the Fifth chakra asking you to be aware.
This chakra misaligned can also have effects emotionally.
It can cause victimization - the inability to say “yes” or “no”
When bored or anxious, you might munch on snacks full of salt
Have trouble ever creatively feeling truly “in flow”.
How can you balance this chakra
And know which path to take?
Affirmations like “I hear and speak truth” and “I express myself with clear intent”
Will enable the future you wish to make.
Learning communication skills can help.
Letter writing, singing and chanting will, too.
Eating tart or tangy fruits such as lemons, limes, grapefruit and kiwi
Will aide in getting in touch with the creative you.
Drinking water, fruit juices and herbal teas
Can also help align this energy center.
The gem Kyanite, the “Camel” and “Bridge” yoga poses
Help allow for perfect alignment to enter.
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When in synch you may be clairaudient,
Hear your inner self and guides.
You may be able to channel, do automatic writing
Easily connect with the voices inside.
Balanced you are charismatic, truthful,
Empathic, intuitive and aware.
You are able to keep healthy boundaries,
Voice your opinions with honesty and care.
As you walk this path in truth
The next step is clearly unfurled.
You are able to confidently define yourself,
Are seen as wise and responsible to the world.
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The Sixth “Third Eye” Chakra
The Sixth chakra, also called the Third eye,
Regulates inner and outer vision, allowing us to truly see.
Balancing both visions and alignment
Enables releasing all limits of who you can be.
Picture binoculars pointing in and out;
You must examine what true vision means.
Release old judgments, fear and programmed beliefs;
The task is not as daunting as it may seem.
We must notice the thoughts and patterns
That have been in place most of our lives.
Reconciling these with what we truly believe
Will allow our intuition to thrive.
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There are challenges in becoming conscious,
We are changing the rules by which we live.
We must give ourselves time to process and adjust
Not judge ourselves - but choose to move on and forgive.
Confidence is gained by clearing your sight.
You need to learn to detach from the fear;
Noticing your old emotions and patterns as they arise
Will allow them to release and clear.
Indigo is this chakra’s color.
Balanced there is oneness with the Divine;
Unbalanced you may know you are special,
But delusions of grandeur can keep you from being fine.
An under-active Sixth chakra can cause trouble with visualization.
You may have poor memory and sight.
You can seem insensitive or lack imagination,
Not remember the dreams you have at night.
If the Sixth chakra is over-active,
You may have delusions, not know what is real.
You may actually be in touch with the Divine
But have trouble communicating to others in this world what you feel.
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When this chakra is in balance
You know you, too, are God and feel connected.
To your intuition, the Universe, energies Divine.
And trust deeply you are being directed.
When this chakra is not aligned
There are physical ailments that come to be;
Headaches, eyes and ear disorders, nose and sinus issues,
Neurological issues and possibly spinal difficulty.
Misalignment can also cause
Brain tumors, a stroke or nightmares,
Learning disabilities or facial nerve problems,
Even seizures that can scare.
Not aligned it can create addictions to hallucinogenics or marijuana
Making it difficult to “See”
Insight, intuition may seem unobtainable
The future impossible to view clearly.
The Third eye also correlates
With the pituitary, adrenal and pineal glands
Aligned they all function perfectly
Not balanced, health issues with them may expand.
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Affirmations such as “I trust my intuition”
And “I see all things clearly” won’t steer you wrong.
Also, “I am open to the wisdom within,”
And “My inner vision is clear and strong”.
You can also use flowers and gems
To open up your inner and outer sight.
Examples are Wild Oat, Queen’s Anne’s Lace and Madia
Sugalite and Purple Flourite.
You might also want to ingest
Food and drink to help this chakra to align.
Eating dark fruits like blueberries and blackberries help,
As well as drinking grape juice and red wine.
Headstands or balancing postures in yoga
Can also help open this chakra’s energy.
Poses such as “Eagle”, “Bird of Paradise”
“Half Moon” and the simple yet immensely strong “Tree”.
With this chakra aligned you truly are all powerful
You know NO limits of who you can be!
Your inner and outer vision are aligned
Intuition and your unlimited sense of being felt and seen clearly.
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The Seventh “Crown” Chakra
The Seventh or Crown Chakra
Is the one that connects us to ALL.
I will ask you to picture a tree
Large, strong and standing tall.
No one has to tell the tree it can grow.
Or to show it how to connect.
It receives the information directly,
Without the use of “intellect”.
When this chakra is aligned
We can be the same as the tree,
Have a direct line for all knowledge and guidance
See, hear, feel and intuit all very clearly.
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There are two colors associated with the Crown
Violet and sometimes white.
Aligned we have instant communication with the Divine
And unlimited “Sight”.
This chakra is located at the top of the head.
To receive information clearly - you must be in the “now”
The tree never worries about the future or past,
Or about her leaves or her bough.
The energy from of all our prayers and intentions,
Combined with our thoughts and feelings,
Stores itself in the Crown, as prana; energy Divine,
Which is powerful, intuitive and healing.
If this chakra is misaligned, symptoms can include
Migraine headaches and sensitivity to light.
Exhaustion, laziness, thoughts of tomorrow,
Causing you distress and fright.
If over-active we can have delusions of power,
Try to manipulate and control,
Overpower others with thoughts and actions of ours,
Be energetically unaligned with our soul.
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If this chakra is under-active
We could feel disempowered and without choice.
We can make the same decisions repeatedly,
Place blame on others, not hear our own voice.
You can imagine the tree for this, as well.
If it felt it could not grow, it would stay slight.
Whereas if it grew too big and fast, it would
Overpower surrounding trees with its girth and might.
You may be unable to commit,
Have a limited vision of life,
Not understand spirituality,
Feel exhausted and that life is full of strife.
You might fear being abandoned.
You could also feel very alone.
You would have trouble seeing the greater picture,
Not have trust and faith that paths will be shown.
To align this chakra, the Crown,
You must meditate or pray.
Spend time to connect with your soul and listen
This is important each and every day.
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We must be able to quiet our minds,
And connect to our Higher Self inside.
Only in letting go of the noise
Will we hear our inner guide.
Moldavite, Diamonds and Amber
Are all gems that can help this align.
The flowers of Lotus, Star Tulip and Angelica
Will strengthen your connection to the Divine.
Exercises that can aid
Are standing as straight and tall as the tree.
Yoga poses such as “Savasana” and “Sat Kriya”
Will help you discover how to be still and “be”.
It is important to balance the chakra,
Not what we eat but how
We must appreciate our nourishment,
Consciously eat and “stay in the now”.
We can fast or be very cognizant
Of what we have decided to ingest.
This awareness how food affects our body and organs
Can help align our Crown chakra best.
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There are certain herbs
That can open this chakra through their smell.
Frankincense, juniper, sage, copal and myrrh,
Will all help in making this chakra open and well.
As the tree never inquires,
But successfully and continuously grows,
With our energy in this chakra aligned
It effortlessly and infinitely flows.
We know we are aligned
And feel Divinely led.
We accept flow and ease
And are able to get out of “our head”.
The Crown chakra can make our lives
Seem as easy as our dreams come true.
You are strong and aligned as the tree
Connected deeply with the inner-”you”.
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